A New Approach to
Managing Work–
Life Balance

Introduction
Early on in my career at various marketing agencies, I realized that work–
life balance was not a priority of the ad agency lifestyle, even for working
moms. Fast forward more than a decade, and I was married and pregnant
with our first child. I moved to a part-time schedule after returning from
maternity leave, and so began my journey as a part-time employee at a
large marketing agency. About a year and a half later, I began my journey
as an entrepreneur, working on a business I had built as a side hustle for
more than seven years at that point.
After about two years of working part time, I was talking with a friend
over coffee about how often we were both asked by other women about
the professional part-time career approach. But there was nowhere to
send these women to guide them on their own transition to a professional
part-time role. I decided to create the resource that was missing from the
marketplace. And the concept of Mompowerment was born.
The moms I spoke with shared a lot. Their stories touched on their roles and
careers, but they were also very personal. Moms shared their motivations
for working part time, and it wasn’t always pretty. They were dealing with
divorces and children’s developmental delays. Some faced full-time job
stress so overwhelming it made them physically sick. One by one, these
women answered my questions, sharing the lessons they had learned and
the successes they’d experienced so that other moms could benefit.
This book is designed to be informative and to serve as a reference book.
Use it to help you transition to a profes¬sional part-time role and figure out
solutions to the challenges you may face on your path. You’ll find tips, tricks,
ideas, insights, advice, and general stories throughout the book.
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The women I talked to offered several common reasons for
wanting to spend more time at home or to work part time. These
responses included:
Spending More Time with Family – The top benefit
mentioned in interviews was getting more time with family.
Work–Life Balance – Women also referenced wanting to
find a better overall work–life balance, with greater flexibility,
more satisfaction, and less time spent working.
Learning New Skills – In addition, a few moms mentioned the
benefit of learning new skills, maintaining a personal identity,
or having the opportunity to work on a passion project.

Why Work Part Time?
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The first thing I wanted to know was why women chose to
work part time. What drove them to make this massive shift
in their careers, whether that meant reducing their hours and
maintaining their current employment or leaving the corporate
world entirely and starting a new business from scratch.

Many moms mentioned that these and other benefits trickled
down to their families. As a final benefit, researchers have found
that part-time working moms are happier than their full-time and
stay-at-home counterparts.

The answers were both familiar and surprising. They ran the
gamut from a keen desire to spend more time with family to
complex reasons related to health and relationships. More
than anything, I learned that at the core of this decision, women
expressed a desire for freedom to do things that may not be
possible if still working full time.
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Companies with women in top leadership positions reap financial
benefits. Replacing working moms who leave the workforce—
especially those who hold more senior positions—is costly for
companies and impacts their bottom lines in both the short
and long term. More focus on work–life balance could keep
these working moms in the workforce. What does this mean
generationally?
Baby Boomers are currently reaching retirement age at an
estimated rate of 10,000 per day and will continue to do so
for at least another decade. In many cases, however, they
are not fully retiring, so this may open an opportunity for more
professional part-time roles.

Who Works Part Time?
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It turns out you’re not alone if you’re a mom interested in
working part time. Almost half of moms want to work part time,
but only 25 percent of moms do, according to a study from
Pew Research. I think this is partially because most people don’t
know that professional part-time roles exist, since the part-time
roles that are promoted are often not professional positions.
So, why talk about this topic now?
Several shifts in demographics make this a great moment
to start talking about part-time work. Both companies and
governments are holding more conversations related to
maternity leave, which is important. Openness to maternity
leave could open the door to work–life balance initiatives.
Various population shifts also make this a good moment to
make the transition to working part time.
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Generation X’s working moms are taking a different
approach. Gen X moms often specifically seek out a work–life
balance. This generation is increasingly being sandwiched
between caring for their children and their aging family
members. Some moms simply can’t stay in the workforce full
time while meeting these demands.
Millennials are interested in work–life integration, blending
work and life together instead of trying to balance the two
separately. Millennials’ influence on the workplace is just
getting started, as they become managers and take on
more senior roles. Offering professional part-time roles is
one approach companies can take to meet the needs of this
generation.
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There are several things you should keep in mind before making
such a major, life-changing decision. These include:
Know Your Motivation – About 20% of the women I interviewed
recommended figuring out your motivation in advance of making any
career changes. Do some soul searching to figure out why you want this
change and if it is, in fact, the best option for you and your family. Once
you are certain of your motivation, consider whether a part-time career is
the best path to achieve what you desire in life.
Evaluate Career Change – Does a career model change or an
actual career change make more sense? Evaluate what different roles,
departments, or even industries can offer in addressing your motivation
and ultimate goals. This could include work-from-home or even
entrepreneurship instead of your current position.

What Should You Consider Before
Transitioning to Part Time?
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Many things can impact your decision to transition to a parttime role. It’s helpful to consider the cultural norms in the industry
and at your employer and to understand policies and how they
are implemented.
Take time to look at career path opportunities and overall
growth opportunities for full-time employees. Look at the
flexibility employees have. Consider part-time career
opportunities and your employer’s general openness to a parttime career model, even if such positions don’t currently exist,
as well as how these roles may be compensated.

Understand the Finances – While there can be financial benefits to
transitioning to a part-time role, it’s important to understand the overall
effect on your specific situation. You may want to talk with a tax
professional or financial planner about the impact of this decision before
you move forward.

Make sure to understand your value, based on your skills and
experience. Not all moms I interviewed took a pay cut, but you
should still consider the impact of a potential pay cut, both in the
short term and the long term. Know how any financial changes
will affect your retirement plans. And know that entrepreneurs
may have additional questions and areas to consider.
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To ensure you’re ready for your proposed career model changes,
here are several things you should consider.
Create a Proposal for Your Manager – Create a proposal
for your manager or senior leadership team. Explain your
transition to a part-time professional role. Create a win–win
proposal, so your employer will continue to support you
over time. Consider the perspective of the decision-maker to
understand which elements to include in the proposal.
Seek Out a Mentor or Sponsor – Mentors and sponsors can
be helpful both to employees who continue to move through
the company ranks and to entrepreneurs. Mentors provide
guidance on your career decisions. Sponsors are more
action-oriented when it comes to creating opportunities at
work. Understand their role in your career and how to create
successful relationships with mentors and sponsors.

What Should I Do to
Start Working from Home?
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If you’re eager to work from home, you can take several steps
right now to start the process. I’ve interviewed many women
about their decisions in this area, and about 38% opted to
start a business, either because it was something they always
wanted to do and it was the right time or because they couldn’t
find a position that empowered them to have the right work–life
balance.

Create a Tribe or Personal Support Network – Creating a
tribe or personal support network, whomever that may include,
is also important to professional part-time working moms. You
need to take time to understand when and who to ask for
help and support. Consider help at home and with your work
needs.
Cultivate Existing Relationships – Engage with people at your
current employer, network with connections online, network
with parents at your child’s school, engage your neighbors,
and interact at social gatherings. Be socially active to build
and maintain those vital relationships.
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Social media offers many opportunities to create and grow your
network with people you already know, and meet new people
through conversations, professional aspirations, shared interests,
and more. Use your time spent online to better effect with these
simple networking tips:
Track Your Time – Track your time to understand how it is spent. Take
time to understand your natural productivity rhythm and choose which
approach to productivity allows you to be most efficient and effective with
your time.
Set Goals – Use goals at a daily, weekly, and even monthly level to
get the most out of your days. It’s easy to get stuck in a to-do list rut.
Instead, use your goals to focus on the most important tasks every day,
emphasizing those that will get you closer to success.
Divide Your Days – Consider dividing your day into blocks of time
instead of changing your schedule in reaction to others. Prepare the night
before to make the following day even more productive.

How Do You Stay Productive?
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One of the greatest challenges of a part-time schedule is
productivity. If you work a 50-hour week, you can have an
unproductive day and make up the difference. When time is
limited and you want to protect work–life balance, productivity
becomes vital.
It helps to break productivity down into three different action
areas—productivity to get as much done as possible, time
management to assess and control how many responsibilities
you take on, and task management to ensure you’re using that
time as wisely as possible.
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Be Flexible – Ensure your initial schedule has some flexibility so you
can adjust what’s not working. Even more importantly, consider adding
breathing space in your day so you can be at your most productive level.
Working nonstop every day without taking time for breaks and self-care
can reduce productivity over time.
Set Boundaries – Boundaries are important from both a professional
and a personal perspective. They can improve your workflow, ensure
you get paid when you’re working and don’t spend unpaid time at your
desk, and help you manage relationships more effectively. Be consistent
in maintaining these boundaries. You can put boundaries in place when
you start a new professional relationship or consider making a gradual
transition to incorporate new boundaries within existing relationships.
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Here are several areas of self-care to focus on as you make the
transition to a more balanced work–life structure.
Make Healthy Decisions – Maintain a healthy diet and drink
enough water. Include exercise in your routine and ensure you
get enough sleep. These basics form a foundation of physical
and psychological self-care that will get you through tough
times.
Manage Mommy Guilt – Understand your needs and those
of your family. Take a moment to define or redefine what
having it all means. The definition is very personal and should
look the way you want it to look. Don’t compare your own
situation to anyone else’s, and remember to be kind to yourself
when things get out of balance.

How Do I Practice Self-Care?
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We all need self-care as part of our regular routines. This
especially includes professional part-time working moms, who
might not get a lot of time to themselves or even have a buffer
between work time and mom time. There are many different
aspects to successful self-care, so it’s important to make this a
major part of your schedule on a daily and weekly basis.

Be Realistic About the Challenges – Working part time can
make life easier in many ways, but it has its own challenges.
Women I spoke to cited many issues they face, including
having to be more productive in less time, addressing the shift
in finances, and dealing with the consistent challenges of
childcare and household tasks.

By focusing on yourself, you create a healthier you—one who
has the mental and physical energy to tackle every challenge
placed before you.
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Conclusion
If you find yourself drawn to a part-time transition in your career, know that
you’re not alone. Reach out to other moms you work with who are also
interested in part-time employment and approach management as a group.
Think about the power of larger groups in negotiating, influencing, and
driving change.
If you’re the first mom to make this transition at your company, talk to other
moms about your experiences, successes, and challenges. Lead the way,
and show how you made the transition happen. Share your experiences
and advice, while providing direction to your employer. Be a trailblazer
and embrace that you can open doors for other moms behind you.
If you decide that entrepreneurship is your path, feel empowered to take
on clients who understand your version of work–life balance. Be confident
in your skills and knowledge and know that this confidence will attract the
right clients in both the short and long term. Build your business the way you
want, and be secure in your decisions.
If we come together as a group in this journey, we’re more likely to facilitate
great change. You can empower others with information, support, and
insights, all while building the life and career you desire.
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The International Association of Women (IAW) is
a global in-person and online professional networking
platform that provides nearly one million women
with the forum, education, and services to thrive in an
interconnected world.
IAW members have diverse backgrounds, beliefs,
perspectives, and lifestyles, but with one common
bond — their ability to succeed. Through over 100 local
chapters and via in-person and virtual events, our
community empowers each member to realize their
dreams, acquire the connections and knowledge
needed to rise, and helps them build better work–life
integration and the confidence that is vital to lead.

Visit https://hubs.ly/H09BmdG0
to learn more and join today

